We present the results of W BV R observations of the low-mass X-ray binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2. Our observations include a total of 2375 individual measurements in four bands on 478 nights in 1986-1992. We tied the comparison and check stars used for the binary to the W BV R catalog using their JHK magnitudes. The uncertainty of this procedure was 3% in the B and V bands and 8%-10% for the W and R bands. In quiescence, the amplitude of the periodic component in the binary's B brightness variations is within 0.265 m −0.278
INTRODUCTION
The X-ray source Cyg X-2 was identified with a variable star, later named V1341 Cyg [1] . Cyg X-2 is a low-mass, close binary system with an accreting neutron star, and is one of the brightest objects of this type in the X-ray.
According to its rapid X-ray variability and spectral behavior, Cyg X-2 belongs to the Z class of X-ray sources [2] , characterized by their Z-shaped tracks in the X-ray color-color diagram. The Z-shaped track is traditionally subdivided into the horizontal branch (HB), the normal branch (NB), and flaring branch (FB), which correspond to the upper, middle, and lower parts of the diagram, respectively.
It is generally thought that the position along the Z-shaped track is related to the rate of matter accretion onto the neutron star [2] [3] [4] [5] , which is reflected in many optical photometric features [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The orbital period of V1341 Cyg was determined spectroscopically, from the radial velocity of the X-ray binary's optical component [10, 11] . The orbital period is P = 9.8431 d , the epoch of periastron passage is T 0 = 2443161.7, the orbital eccentricity is e = 0.07, the semi-amplitude of the radial velocity curve is R v = 87 ± 3 km/s, and the spectral type of the optical component is F2III-IV.
Until recently, it was believed that the close binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 is characterized by two physical states with considerably different optical light curves: a quiescent and active state. The system displays two types of activity.
1. Short-term flares, less than a day in duration, when the combined brightness of the binary can increase by 0.85 m in the W band and by 0.75 m in the B band. Brightness variations within an observing night (about four to six hours of continuous observations) are observed fairly frequently during periods of activity of this type, followed by a period of smooth or rapid fading (over 1.5-2 hours). The star is in quiescence on the nights preceding and following the flare.
2. Long-term flares (some such active states of the binary are probably due to instabilities in the accretion disk), five to ten days in duration ( in the B band. In these cases, the level of the ellipsoidal light curve quickly increases, stays at its maximum for three to four days, and then smoothly decreases. This kind of activity sometimes occurs cyclically [12] , but with cycles sometimes not being observed for two to three months.
The X-ray observations of late 1980s and early 1990s (EXOSAT, OSO-8, HEAO-1, Einstein, Ginga) considerably improved the existing models of X-ray binary systems (see, for example, [7, [13] [14] [15] [16] ).
The light curves we obtained for the system in 1986-1992 during quiescent states qualitatively agree with the optical light curves of other observers. There is a partial correlation with the X-ray data for the same observing periods [2] .
The system contains a low-luminosity accretion disk, similar to those of dwarf novae, and some of the system's active states (long-term flares) may be due to instabilities of this disk.
It has been suggested that the evolutionary state of the close binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 makes it a blue straggler [12] . It was adopted in [12] . Data on variations of the spectrum within A5-F2 were presented in [12] . These spectral variations occur with the orbital phase, explained as a result of heating of the optical star's surface by X-rays from its companion. The periodic components in the light curve of the close binary could be due to the ellipsoidal shape of the optical star (as for the close binary V1357 Cyg = Cyg X-1), the reflection effect, or the heating of part of the optical star's surface by X-rays from the companion, eclipses (as in the case of V1343 Aql = SS 433), or a combination of several of these effects (as for HZ Her = Her X-1, where both the reflection effect and eclipses are present). In this study, we have used refined values for the mass of the neutron star and the radius of the Keplerian orbit, as well as new estimates of the distance to Cyg X-2 in the relativistic precession model [18] , corresponding to the different states of neutron stars according to [19] . Taking into account these serious corrections and the analysis of our many-year photometry, we have good reasons to believe that Cyg X-2 is not a blue straggler.
We present here our long-term, multicolor optical observations of the binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2.
OBSERVING TECHNIQUES
Our photoelectric observations of V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 were performed in the W BV R system. The observations comprise a total of 2375 individual measurements on 478 nights during 1986-1992.
The ultraviolet W filter (λ eff ≈ 3500Å, λ 1/2 ≈ 520Å) is a revised version of the standard U filter [20] .
Detecting periodicity in the variable's brightness variations encounters certain difficulties because of the presence of a large-amplitude irregular component in the brightness changes of Cyg X-2.
We monitored the object during a long time interval on each observing night, obtaining observations from near the meridian to an elevation corresponding to an air mass of M(z) = 1.5.
The studies [21, 22] were initially aimed at compiling all the observations taking into account correction coefficients, the response curves of the detecting equipment (reflector + photometer), and systematic deviations between long uniform series of observations for each season. The uncertainty in the collected observations varies in the range 0.04 m −0.06 m on different observing nights. There is substantial scatter in the W and B bands. The scatter in 4 the V and R bands is somewhat smaller (the F star is quiescent).
Analysis of the light curves for the close binary V 1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 requires long series of high-quality uniform photoelectric observations in the W (U )BV RI bands [10, 12, 17, 21] , and their comparison to X-ray observations from the same epochs [23, 24] .
The shortest signal integration time during measurements of the binary's brightness in the W , B, V , and R bands was about 60-90 s (for studies of rapid variations). When measuring the comparison stars, the check star, and the sky background, we integrated the signal for about 60-120 s.
During each observing season, we also measured the transformation coefficients between our instrumental photometric system and the W BV R system, as it was done in [25] . We determine these using the best photometric nights. We then averaged the ξ coefficients within one observing season and used the mean ξ values to calculate the zero points η for each night of the season. The resulting mean ξ values and their uncertainties are collected in Table 1 , where n denotes the number of nights used to derive them. The same detecting equipment was always used with the Zeiss-600 and AZT-14 reflectors.
To get a richer series of observations for the variable, we observed the comparison star and the sky background each 30-40 minutes, interpolating to the time of observation of the variable star. The particular instrumental system for the observations presented here differs only insignificantly from the standard W BV R photometric system, so that the relations between them can be represented with the linear equations
where the transformation coefficients η and ξ are unknown. The light detector was an FEU-79 photomultiplier (with an S-20 multialkaline photocathode). We calculated the η and ξ transformation coefficients anew each time the photomultiplier was replaced.
It is difficult to specify a standard spectral energy distribution for peculiar stars like V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2. In such cases, the iterative technique for correcting for atmospheric extinction in fundamental multicolor photometric observations suggested in [26] can be used to reduce broadband W BV R measurements to their values outside the atmosphere with uncertainties not exceeding 0.005 m in the W band or 0.003 m in the other (B, V , R) bands for telescopes with a 1000 mm aperture and for air masses up to M(z) = 2 in the case of high-altitude observatories (h ≥ 3000 m).
We found the reduction coefficients to the standard photometric system from repeated measurements of standard stars in the SA 107, 108, 111-113 areas [27] . We reduced the comparison and check stars for our close binary to the W BV R catalog based on their JHK magnitudes [28] (Table 2 ). The uncertainties in this reduction were within 3% for the B and V bands and 6% for the W and R bands.
3 METHOD USED TO REDUCE THE V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 SYSTEM TO THE ALMA-ATA W BV R CATALOG OF BRIGHT NORTHERN STARS During all the observing seasons, we performed photoelectric photometry of the binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 in the W BV R instrumental photometric system. We had access to the magnitudes of the variable V1341 Cyg measured by other observers only in the U BV bands (for instance, [10, 17] ). We encountered certain difficulties during our data reductions related to the transformation of the instrumental W BV R system to the Johnson photometric system. We attempted to reduce our variable close binary to the uniform, highaccuracy W BV R photometric catalog using JHK magnitudes from the 2MASS catalog. This requires uniform, high-accuracy local photometric standards from the "W BV R Catalog of Bright Stars of the Northern Sky" (further called the W BV R catalog) [29] .
We have sufficiently accurate B and V magnitudes for the variable star, check star, and comparison star from published data. The JHK magnitudes for these stars were taken from the 2MASS catalog.
Let us apply an empirical formula relating the magnitudes in one photometric system to the magnitudes and color indices in the other. Obviously, we need at least one color index for this purpose [30] .
We will use several color indices [31, 32] , enabling our transformation formulas for the magnitudes to be more precise. In the first stage, we adopt transformation equations from the W , B, V , R magnitudes to the magnitudes in other bands in the form of a second-order polynomial in V plus a complete cubic polynomial in the three color indices:
(W-B,B-V,V-R), where A and B are the two catalogs used to select the stars in common for the comparison. We derived this third-order polynomial via a least-square . σ m for some stars, we excluded these stars from the comparison and again derived the above transformation relation.
The next stage of our calculations is to find the non-linearity equation, which we solve via a least-squares fit:
(α,δ). where α, δ are equatorial coordinates. The W BV R magnitudes for the comparison and check stars, which have similar spectral types, were taken from the Alma-Ata W BV R catalog. The observed ∆W , ∆B, ∆V , and ∆R values for V1341 Cyg are the differences between the magnitudes of the comparison star and the variable (differential photometry). The uncertainties in the calculated magnitudes of the variable star for the W and R bands were 8% and 6%, respectively. In these calculations, it is also necessary to take into account systematic errors of the catalogs, which depend, among other factors, on the celestial coordinates of the program stars.
In the results of the observations presented here, each data point on the light curve represents an average of 2-16 individual measurements. For our observations with the Zeiss-600 telescope, the rms errors of a single measurement during times of maximum brightness estimated from the pulse statistics correcting for the background were 0.050 We reduced the observations according to a differential scheme. The photometric elements were taken from [10, 33] :
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REFINED ORBITAL PERIOD
An analysis of the (O-C) data for the seven-year time interval covered by our observations (plus the earlier published data for the past ten years) demonstrates that the primary minimum occurs at phase 0.0 and that the refined orbital period coincides with the earlier value, 9.8431 d , within the (±0.0001 d ), indicating, in turn, that the brightness-variation elements are in agreement with our observations and need no correction. These calculations were done using the code developed by V.P. Goranskii (the WINEF1 software package) and kindly made available to the author for the mathematical reduction of these observations.
OBSERVATIONAL DATABASE
The results of our optical observations of the close binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 are collected in an electronic database available at the address http://lnfm1.sai.msu.ru/∼sazonov/∼Cyg X-2. Table 3 presents a small part of this database to illustrate its structure. The columns of Table 3 contain the (1) heliocentric Julian dates of the observations, (2) orbital phases, ϕ, (3)- (6) W , B, V , and R magnitudes, and (7) number of individual measurements n.
OBSERVATION RESULTS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
The combined results of our studies of the object in 1986-1992 in the W BV R bands are shown in Fig. 1 ; these consist of 2375 individual measurements on 478 nights. The optical light curves of the binary in its active and quiescent states differ considerably "-among other features, in an additional contribution to the brightness from the accretion disk during active or intermediate states of the system. This can be noted from the maximum brightness amplitude near Min II (Fig. 1) . The regular, cyclic, small-amplitude flares lasting several days are probably due to interactions of gas flows in the binary that originate from the companion with the outer parts of the accretion disk around the compact relativistic object, as well as to accretion instabilities. Figure 2 shows the photoelectric W BV R light curves of V1341 Cyg averaged in orbital-phase bins with widths of 0.025.
The second type of activity in the system is rapid flares with durations of less than one day; it is natural to relate these to processes in the X-ray source (we observe oscillations rather that the flickering that is characteristic of dwarf novae). The amount of scatter depends on the orbital phase. This is especially evident for the W -band observation, indicating that ellipsoidal variations are most pronounced in the low, quiescent state of the close binary.
We can see from the observed light curves that the width of the primary minimum (orbital phase 0.5) in the W , B, V , and R bands varies approximately between 0.05 and 0.06.
ORBITAL VARIATIONS OF THE COLOR INDICES
We find in our analysis of the ellipsoidal light curves of V1341 Cyg in quiescence in all four bands (W BV R) that broader, less sharp minima are characteristic of orbital phases near ϕ = 0.00 (the upper conjunction of the F star, with the binary's relativistic component in front of it), as compared to phases near ϕ = 0.50 (the lower conjunction of the binary, with the normal component in front, characterized by narrower and sharper minima). This pattern was observed in 1986, 1988, and 1991. It is probably due to the considerable eccentricity of the close binary's orbit.
Our observations confirm the earlier findings of other studies of a clear functional dependence of U −B (in our case, W −B) on the deviation ∆B from the quiescent ellipsoidal curve, with only a weak dependence observed for B−V : both color indices decrease with increasing ∆B. A similar relation is observed for the color indices and brightnesses plotted as functions of the orbital phase (Fig. 4) .
The object becomes redder when it fades in the V band, as is visible in the (V −R)−V diagram in Fig. 5 .
No significant variations of the object's position were detected in the other color-magnitude diagrams, namely (W −B)−B, (W −B)−V , (W −B)−R, and (V −R)−R.
Considerable variations of the W , B, V , and R magnitudes with ϕ ( Fig. 1) and of the W −B and V −R color indices with B−V (Fig. 6) were detected for each of the observing seasons; these are probably due to heating of the F-star's surface facing the X-ray source (the reflection effect). This effect is manifest as a wave in the color-index diagrams near the primary minimum (the zero orbital phase of the binary). Exceptions occur for the W −B color index in very low states of the object, when the mean brightness of the star becomes about 0. We then selected B-band photoelectric observations from among our data that deviated from the mean photographic curve (first translated to an intensity scale, as was done in [12] ) by no more than 0.10
The observations in the W , V , and R bands corresponding to the times of the B-band observations were properly synchronized. As a result of this averaging, selection of photoelectric data points, and synchronization of the points in the other bands, we obtained the mean light curves for the binary displayed in Fig. 2 .
Note that the average dependences of W −B, B−V , and V −R on ϕ (Fig. 4) do not show any significant variations due to heating of the side of the binary's optical component facing the X-ray source (the reflection effect), which could lead to the presence of a wave in the color indices with a minimum near zero phase. The B−V color index does not vary within the errors (Fig. 4) .
The dependence of W −B on ϕ shows a double wave at the orbital period and an amplitude of 0. (Fig. 1) . Note that the wave with the orbital period during the system's active state has no functional relationship to the reflection effect or the appearance of a hot spot on the accretion disk around the relativistic object. Figure 7 displays the behavior of V1341 Cyg in its quiet and active phases. We also performed similar analyses of the system's behavior using the technique of Goransky and Lyuty [12] , who also calculated the deviations ∆B from the ellipsoidal curve, with the subsequent subtraction of the light curve drawn through the distribution maximum of the individual data points from the entire set of observations. We obtained approximately the same result.
RAPID VARIATIONS
We also studied rapid variations of the star on time scales ∼60−90 s in the W BV R bands during its brightness maxima and minima, during two hours of observations (Fig. 3) .
The flickering exhibited by the system has a very low amplitude, and is suppressed by the presence of the bright, F-giant secondary component.
Our analysis of rapid variations indicated the presence of brightness variations from the mean within 5σ on time scales of 30 s. At those times, the optical component was at its brightness maximum, namely: Our comparative analysis of the data in the W , B, V , and R bands (Fig. 1) shows that the amplitude of the rapid variations is very strongly dependent on wavelength, and increases with decreasing wavelength, with the W variations being largest and sometimes reaching 0.05 m (Fig. 3) . These rapid variations can give rise to large scatter in the individual data points for the dependences of W −B on B and of B−V on V .
It is natural to attribute the rapid variations of the binary to considerable variability of the X-ray flux that heats the outer regions of the accretion disk and a hot spot at the surface of the optical component.
The total amplitude of the system's irregular brightness variations varies from ∆W ≈ 1. 
COMPARISON OF THE OPTICAL OBSERVATIONS WITH THE X-RAY DATA FROM THE EXOSAT AND Ginga OB-SERVATORIES
X-ray data obtained for the low-mass binary Cyg X-2 in 1987-1991 with the EXOSAT and Ginga observatories were analyzed in [24] . The three sectins, or branches, of the Z-shaped tracks were studied in detail: the horizontal branch (HB), normal branch (NB), and flaring branch (FB) (upper, middle, and lower parts of the diagram, respectively). Notes that the system exhibited three states in the optical: quiescence, the flaring state, and the active state, which is intermediate between the first two states. The binary spends up to several days in the intermediate state [21, 22] The position along the Z-shaped track between the HB and FB is related to variations in the rate at which matter is accreted onto the neutron star [4, 5] , which are manifest in many photometric features in the optical. For example, the observed oscillations in the system can be explained by motions of gas flows at high velocities in a strong gravitational field, which give rise to oscillations reaching several percent of the total brightness from the system [34] .
It is noteworthy in studies of rapid variations in the system that the quasi-periodic oscillations observed in the X-ray could also make a considerable contribution to the optical light curves (Figs. 1, 2) . X-ray observations for time intervals when the close binary was in its high or intermediate states (June 1987, June and October 1988, November 1990, May-June 1991) are presented in [24] . The existence of two states of the system -the high state and intermediate state (for a short time) -also follows from our optical observations, in particular, those covering the time intervals in question. A comparative analysis of the X-ray observations for these time intervals was presented in [7] .
There is a weak correlation between the optical and X-ray observations, with the correlation coefficient being 10%. This follows from an analysis of our optical observations and published optical and X-ray data.
BRIGHTNESS DEPENDENCE OF COLOR INDICES
Analyzing the binary's optical light curves for all the years of our observations, we find firm evidence for a clear dependence of the W −B, B−V , and V −R color indices on the brightnesses in the B, V , and R bands (Fig. 5) . All the panels of The brightness minimum near phase ϕ = 0.50 is narrower: as spectroscopic data show, the F star passes through the periastron of its orbit near the upper conjunction, and the time it spends at these phases is small due to the eccentricity of the binary's orbit.
Another feature of the system is also noteworthy: we observe a slight UV excess at both conjunctions of the close binary's components, in both the quiescent and active phases. The B−V color index demonstrates no functional dependence on the phase.
EVOLUTIONARY STATUS AND THE POSITION OF
V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 IN THE TWO-COLOR DIAGRAM Qualitative estimates of the position and evolutionary status of the system using the (W −B)-(B−V ) diagram (Fig. 6 ) must take into account the fact that most of the UV luminosity of V1341 Cyg is probably due to re-radiated X-ray flux [10, 17] . Thus, X-ray variations should give rise to optical variations on the same time scales. This follows from a comparison of available X-ray data and the optical data we have obtained over seven years.
In the re-radiation model, the soft component of the X-ray flux is mainly re-radiated as optical photons and the X-ray radiation is not isotropic. This also follows from several observational results [10] used for our analysis.
Additional evidence supporting the re-radiation model is that the radius of the re-radiating region adopted in our study, R ∼ 10 12 cm (the accretion disk + the optical component) [35] , is close to the size of the binary itself Note that, in its very lowest state, the optical component of V1341 Cyg lies on the sequence of stars with normal metallicity, and is located on the red part of the horizontal branch (Fig. 8) .
The main features we would like to emphasize here (and which are important for the entire study) are the following.
1. A very important conclusion drawn in [5] , which considerably altered earlier distance estimates for Cyg X-2 based on optical observations (and used in [12] ) should be noted: the data in [10] differ by ∼30%−60% from those in [5] (for example, the distance given is d = 8.7
2. The optical component of the close binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 is (for the adopted E B−V ) near the main-sequence turn-off point for globular-cluster stars in the evolutionary two-color diagram, and so is a dwarf or a star near the turn-off to the red-giant branch (Fig. 8) .
Taking into account these two features in the interpretation of our sevenyear optical observations and using the conclusions of [5] and [12] when analyzing the color indices and comparing the optical and X-ray data, we come into contradiction with the suggestion that the primary component of the binary is a blue straggler.
CONTRIBUTION FROM THE ACCRETION DISK AND ACCRETION STRUCTURES TO THE COMBINED LIGHT OF THE BINARY
To qualitatively estimate the contribution of the binary's accretion disk to the total brightness, we used quantitative data on the position of the object in the (W −B)−(B−V ) two-color diagram during different states of the system (Fig. 8a) . The binary's rapid, irregular variations are probably due to variations in the X-ray flux heating the outer parts of the accretion disk and the hot spot on the optical component, as well as variations in the conditions for the matter flow from the optical component through the inner Lagrange point, L 1 . Contrary to expectations, the earlier simultaneous observations of [23] were not able to detect correlations between variations of the X-ray and optical fluxes [37, 38] .
As was noted above, there is some flaring in the UV near orbital phases ϕ = 0.3 and ϕ = 0.8 ( Fig. 1) , even when the system is in quiescence. This high-temperature flaring (it is not as prominent in the V and R bands!) can probably be interpreted in the transition-layer model of [5] . This model considers the motion of a matter clump that is a source of quasi-periodic oscillations (in this case, a "blob" of high-temperature plasma) on the accretion-disk surface, along a Keplerian orbit around the neutron star. Let us assume that the magnetosphere axis and the normal to the accretiondisk surface do not coincide, forming a small angle δ. Repeatedly passing the slightly oblique magnetosphere, the blob is also influenced by Coriolis forces that contribute to the disruptionn of the plasma clump.
The contribution of the accretion disk to the combined brightness of the binary varies from close to 4%−5% (quiescence) to 50% (the active state).
CONCLUSIONS
We have obtained a long-term, uniform set of observations in the W , B, V , and R bands, monitoring as long as possible on each observing night. We have used this dataset to distinguish fine photometric effects for the close binary V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2.
The optical light curves of V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 in quiescence during our 1986-1992 observations are in qualitative agreement with the light curves of other studies.
Our observations indicate that the amplitude of the B-band ellipsoidal brightness variations during the system's quiescence is within 0. and short-term optical flares, which are probably due to activity of the X-ray source and gas flows in the system.
Simultaneous observations of V1341 Cyg = Cyg X-2 in the X-ray and optical prior to 1987 did not indicate any correlations between brightness variations in the optical and X-ray [39] , while such correlations episodically appeared between 1987 and 1991 [7] .
Instabilities in the disk accretion or the outer structures in the accretion disk can give rise to changes in the flux gradients in the X-ray and optical, and so an absence of correlations between the optical and X-ray brightness variations. Like the observations of other studies, our observations for the 1986 and 1992 observing seasons partially support this possibility.
Observations The light curves for the 1986-1992 observing seasons (at certain epochs) reveal a narrow minimum of the binary light curve near the phase of the lower conjunction (ϕ = 0.50), in both quiescence and the active state. This somewhat exceeds the primary minimum in its amplitude (Fig. 1) .
We Our comparative analysis of our W BV R data demonstrates that the amplitudes of the rapid variations strongly depend on the wavelength: they grow with decreasing wavelength and are largest in the W band. These rapid, irregular variations are probably due to changes in the X-ray flux heating the outer layers of the accretion disk and the hot spot on the optical component, as well as to conditions for the matter flow from the optical component through the inner Lagrange point L 1 .
A considerable contribution to the total UV light leaving the system also comes from plasma clumps ("blobs") whose presence is manifest at optical phases ϕ = 0.3 and 0. are from the Alma-Ata catalog [31, 32] .
